
Language:  

The children will learn about 
Johnny Appleseed.  We have 
body plays to learn such as: 
Little Apple Seed, Applesauce 
and 3 Little Apples.  The 
children will enjoy the flannel 
board called 5 Little Apples. 
I’m a Nut and The Leaves on 
the Trees are two new songs 
we will sing! During the second 
week of our Fall discussion, we 
have flannel board stories 
about Autumn and 5 Red 
Leaves.  We will also learn body 
plays, ‘Squirrel, shake your 
bushy tail’, ‘Leaves are 
twirling’, and ‘Picking up leaves 
and putting them in the basket.  
Please take your children on a 
leaf hunt and bring different 
shaped and colored leaves to 
school to help create a leaf 
collage.  The fable, The Hare 
and Tortoise will be 

introduced.  

 

Concept: 

The students will compare, 
contrast, sort and count 
acorns, pinecones, apples 
and leaves.  The water 
table will be used to bob 
for apples and wash them. 
We will try to figure out 
different objects that we 
place in the tactile bag by 
only feeling them. We will 
stack, count and build an 
apple tree.  During Science 
we will figure out why 
apples turn brown, watch 
apple seeds dance and 
measure the circumference 
of an apple.  Lastly, we will 
have sensory bin fun. 

 

 

 

Craft and Writing: 

The children are doing a 
great job on their 
assessment papers.  We will 
finish them up this week.  
The letters Ee and Ff plus 
triangle and rectangle 
readiness papers will be 
done.   Be on the look out 
for fall projects to come 
home. 

 

 

 

 

We are CLOSED Columbus 
day.  October 11. 
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SPECIAL NEWS 

Johnny Appleseed day is on 
Monday.  We will be making 
applesauce for snack! 

 

 

We will be taking the 
children on a nature walk. 

 

 

The children are going to learn more about the season of FALL.  We 
will go for a walk to discover signs of Fall.  We hope to learn a lot 
during this beautiful time of the year. 

Music day will be on 
Thursday! 

INTRODUCING: Ee & Ff, Story #1 
triangle, rectangle 


